Group Exercise Class Descriptions- Land
Barre Above: In just 45 minutes you will achieve a full-body workout focusing on areas women struggle
with the most: hips, thighs, seat, abdominals and arms. Incorporates elements of yoga, ballet, and pilates.
[40 min.]
Beginner Yoga: Taught at a beginners level. This is a flow-style low impact class emphasizing flexibility
and light strength training. Breathing and stress management techniques also incorporated. [50 min-1
hr.]
Body Stretch/Yoga Stretch: This class will focus on stretching the body to improve flexibility and range
of motion. This is a non-impact class suitable for all fitness levels. [30 min.]
Cardio-Strength This fun, full-body workout combines cardio and strength exercises while using a variety
of equipment. This dynamic class is an enjoyable and interactive way to boost the metabolism and burn
calories. Circuit has stations set up around the room where one minute of strength and one minute of
cardio is performed. [45 min.]
Circuit: Alternating periods of 1min cardio and 1 min strength set up in stations around the room. [45
min.]
Definitions: A full body, strength training workout that focuses on toning the body by using various types
of equipment. This class varies in style to develop strength, balance, and muscular endurance. [50 min.-1
hr.] (Body Sculpting is same format but 45 min.)
F.A. Balance: Fit aging and balance is a low impact class that decreases the risk of falling making your
legs stronger and improving your motion and mobility. A fun class using drum sticks and a chair for
beginners.
Glutes & Abs: A combination of exercises designed to strengthen the core muscles and firm the buttocks.
This class uses a variety of equipment such as balls, bands, weights, and more! [25 min.]
Hip-Hop Toning: This class combines both cardio benefits of the traditional Zumba class with the
strength benefits from holding light weights during the moves. This class puts an extra emphasis on toning
and sculpting your muscles. [45 min.]
Pilates: A low impact mat class that emphasizes strengthening the abdominals, back, and surrounding
muscles. Stability balls, resistance bands, and light weights may be incorporated. [40 min.]
Power Cardio: A fast paced, cardio-based workout to get your heart pumping! [40 min.]
Pump: A fun & fast paced strength workout that is choreographed to the music. Bars and free weights will
be used.
[50 min.]
Cardio-Strength This fun, full-body workout combines cardio and strength exercises while using a variety
of equipment. This dynamic class is an enjoyable and interactive way to boost the metabolism and burn
calories. Circuit has stations set up around the room where one minute of strength and one minute of
cardio is performed. [45 min.]
Spinning: An indoor cycling workout that using body positions and resistance to simulate a ride outdoors.
This workout will take you on a journey of various speeds, terrains, and intensities. This class is not
recommended for beginners or anyone with back conditions.
Tai Chi: Often called “moving meditation”, Tai Chi and Qi Gong are ancient Chinese martial arts practices
that will calm your mind, restore your balance, and keep you energized. Suitable for all levels. [35 min.]
Zumba: Zumba classes feature exotic rhythms set to high-energy Latin and international beats. Before
participants know it, they’re getting fit and their energy levels are soaring! There’s no other fitness class

like a Zumba Fitness-Party. The routine features combinations designed to maximize caloric burning and
total body toning. Let’s Dance! [45 min.]
Cardio-strength: this fun class incises your hear rate and make you stronger using lit waits and more
repetitions! [45 min.]

